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Area frame sampling for agricultural statistics is a

procedure currently used by the Statistical Reporting Service of

the US Department of Agriculture as well as by agriculture

departments in other countries. A primary advantage of the area

frame is that it provides complete coverage of the population.

In area frame sampling the total area is divided into

segments of land that form the sampling units. These segments are

delineated by the use of detailed maps and aerial photography.

The reporting units, however, are not the segments but are the

farms. Since there will be many cases where farms overlap the

boundaries of the segments, there have to be rules for assigning

data from the farms to the sample segments. Previously used

procedures for making this assignment are the open segment

method, where the total farm value is assigned to the segment

that contains the farm headquarters, the closed segment method,

where the actual value associated with the tracts of land

contained within the segment is used, and the weighted segment



method, where the total farm value is weighted by the proportion

of the farm area that is contained in the segment.

In this thesis, a general linear unbiased estimator is

formulated that includes all previously used methods as special

cases. These methods are compared in terms of variance and cost.

The optimal estimator depends on the amount and type of overlap

of farms with segment boundaries, so it is not possible to give

an estimator that is always to be preferred. However, comparisons

are made under some special assumptions that, while not

particularly realistic, do give insight into conditions affecting

the methods and show that the multiplicity rule is an important

method to consider.
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ESTIMATING! POPULATION Tarns FROM AREA FRAME SAMPLES

IffRODUCTION

This manuscript presents a study of the problem of

estimating a population total when using area frame sampling.

Concepts and general principles of area frame sampling, as well

as specific applications, will be discussed. The application

considered is primarily for agricultural statistics. Patterns of

agricultural production differ widely among countries and even

regions within countries. This means that sampling plans must

focus on individual situations and survey purposes. In developing

an overall view of area sampling, it is necessary to include many

general statements. One also should be aware that some

contradictions and exceptions can usually be found. Many factors

are important in the development and effective use of area frame

sampling. These include: expertise in sample design, familiarity

with local conditions involved in the application of area

sampling, survey experience, quality of available maps regarding

roads, land marks, aerial photograghy, availability of

statistical software to compute estimators and awareness about

what has been done in the past.

Let us focus on agriculture in the United States. Almost

all statistics published by the Statistical Reporting Service

(SRS), US Department of Agriculture, prior to the 1960's, were

based on nonprobability surveys. Over the past 20 years, SRS has

developed and implemented a series of probability surveys to
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provide estimates for crop acreages, grain stocks, livestock

numbers, etc. These probability surveys are based on multiple

frame survey designs, using an area frame and a list frame. The

concept of an area frame sample is very simple: it suffices to

divide the total area to be surveyed into N subareas or segments

without any overlap or omission; select a random sample of n

segments; obtain the desired data for reporting units of the

population that are associated with the sample segments, and

estimate the population totals by multiplying the sample totals

by N/n.

SRS has been involved in area frame sampling methods since

1954. At that time research was conducted to evaluate estimates

of crop acreages using 703 segments in 10 states. Since then, the

use of area frame sampling methods has increased rapidly. By

1965, this method had been expanded to 48 states. In that year,

the first national area frame survey was conducted to provide

crop acreage estimates at the state, regional and national

levels.

In 1967 the estimation program was expanded again to a

series of surveys to provide area frame estimates for crops,

livestock, and other agricultural items. Initially, two types of

estimators were used, the open estimator, where a farm was

considered in the sample if and only if the farm headquarters was

in the sample, and the closed method, where all farm data inside

the segment boundaries was used. For example, the open estimator

was relied on for items associated with the farm as a whole, such
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as income and labor use, whereas the closed estimator was used

for acreage estimation.

In the early 1960's, the theory of multiple frame sampling

and estimation was developed at Iowa State University, where area

frame estimators and list frame estimators were combined.

In 1962 ( John Patrick Nealon, 1984 ) a third area frame

estimator, referred to as the weighted method, was introduced and

evaluated. With this estimator the total item value for the farm

was weighted according to the proportion of the total farm area

that was contained in the sample segment. Weighted estimates were

integrated into the hog and cattle estimation program during

1977. Starting in 1979, the weighted estimator was also used to

estimate the number of farms. Its use was limited at that time to

only 14 states. At the present time, the closed estimator is

still the only estimator used in the national crop acreage

estimation program. In estimating the number of farms, a few

states use the open and the weighted estimators, with the open

estimator being used more widely.

During the early years, studies in area frame methods

focused on the open and closed estimators. As early as 1956, SRS

decided to abandon the use of the open estimator for crop acreage

estimation since the closed estimator was considered superior.

Finally, as SRS entered the 1980's, research on area frame

estimation centered on the use of the weighted segment methods.

This method of estimation is considered better than the closed or

open method.
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In area frame sampling of farms, the sampling unit (segment)

and the reporting unit (farm) are not the same. An aspect of this

problem that distinguishes it from most other estimation problems

is that we can use different rules to assign values to the

sampling units. The different rules may require different types

and detail of information, but this may be worth obtaining if

there is sufficient improvement in estimation.

The best rule for assigning farm values to area segments

depends on the amount of overlap of farms with segment

boundaries, and the amount of auxiliary information available.

So, there is no particular rule that will always be preferred.

The primary objective of this research was to study presently

used rules to determine the conditions under which one might be

preferable and to determine if there are previously unused rules

that should be considered. By considering an abstract model that

ignores some of practical problems of area frame surveys in

agriculture, the following results were obtained.

1. Notation was developed for a general class of rules for

distributing farm values to segments intersected by the farm. In

this class a general unbiased estimator of the population total

was derived as well as the variance of the estimator.

2. Each previously used rule was shown to be a special case

within this general class, so a comparison of variances could be

made within this class.

3. Special structures of overlap of farms with segments were

considered that, while not in themselves realistic, provide
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insight into the effect the amount of overlap has variances of

the different estimators.

4. It was found that an assignment rule called the

multiplicity rule, previously unused in agriculture surveys, is

an important rule to consider.
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GENERAL LINEAR AREA FRAME UNBIASED ESTIMATOR

Before proceeding with further discussion about particular

methods of estimation, some concepts and definitions in area

frame sampling will be presented.

2.1. Definitions and Concerts:

In area sampling, the total area for the population to be

sampled is divided into segments that serve as the basic sanDlinx

unit. Segments are non overlapping pieces of land that make up

the total population. The use of segments as sampling units calls

for maps and/or aerial photos, which are generally accurate and

detailed. These conditions are essential in order to permit

satisfactory identification. The delineation of segments on a

map, the numbering of segments and the undertaking of other

operations to facilitate the selection procedure means that the

map is transformed into a frame of area sampling units from which

samples of segments to be investigated are selected. The sample

design may make use of stratification or multistage sampling.

Although the segment is the sampling unit, the data are obtained

from farms, and complications arise because some farms cross

segment boundaries. The reporting unit from which the data are

collected may be the total item value for the farm or it may be

the item value for that part of the farm contained in the

segment. (The part of the farm contained in the segment is

referred to as a tract).
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In general the term 'area sampling frame' is used where the

sampling units are areas. After selecting a sample of these

areas, one obtains the observations based on elements contained

in the sample area or on the sample area itself. A major

advantage of the area sampling frame is that it provides complete

coverage. It is particularly useful when:

(1) Suitable list frames do not exist.

(2) A check is desired on the accuracy of another frame.

(3) A cluster of neighboring elements is desired.

Area frames have played a fundamental role in a wide range

of applications such as physical, biological, and social fields,

or whenever a universe can be defined in terms of areas.

2.2. Notation and Formulation:

The three methods mentioned in the previous chapter of

allocating values to segments call for data collection as

follows:

Closed segment: In a survey using the closed segment method, data

would be collected for tracts within the boundaries of the sample

segments.

Open segment: With the open segment method, farm data for the

entire farm would be collected for farms with headquarters within

the sample segments.

Weighted segment: In a survey employing the weighted segment

method, total farm data would be collected for every farm that is

in or partly in a sample segment. When a farm intersects a
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segment, we say this farm is linked with that segment.

The sample variance is a function of variation among segment

totals, so the variance of the estimator of the population total

will depend on the method used to allocate the farm data to

segments. It seems intuitively correct, for example, that the

closed segment method or the weighted segment method might have

smaller variance than the open segment method, because the former

two methods spread the values out over more than one segment,

whereas the open method assigns all or nothing to a segment.

Whether or not this is correct, though, depends on the overall

overlap pattern. For efficiency, costs must also be taken into

account.

In the remainder of this chapter we will formulate a

general linear unbiased estimator of the population total. We

will show that each estimator used in the previous methods is a

special case of this estimator, and in subsequent chapters we

make variance and cost comparisons.

Consider: Stratum ( i ) i = 1, 2, H

Segment ( k ) k = 1, 2, . . . Si

Farm ( j ) j = 1, 2, Fi

s.=number of segments in the sample within

stratum i.

N = total number of segments in the

H

population, such that 2: Si = N
i=1
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8
ikj

= weight associated with the
.th farm in

the kth segment and ith stratum, such

that 0 4 Silo 1 and

Si

6ikj =
k=1

and yij = value of the survey item for the j
th

farm, in the ith stratum.

Now, we can formulate the population total for any survey item:

H S. Fi
Y= 8ikjv.

i=1 k=1 j=1

The estimated population total, assuming a stratified random

sample is :

H s Si F4

Y = E ( ) 8
ikj ij

y..

i=1 k=1 si j=1

Si

Since 21 sikj = 1, and

k=1

iS. s

the expected value of 2: 8iki is equal to ----, we have

k=1 Si
i

H F. si Si

E(Y) = Z Yii E( 6ikj) ----
1 =1 j=1 k=1 s

H Fi Si s.

= z 2. Yij
1=1 j=1 Si Si
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H F.

Z1 Yu' Y.
i=1 j=1

Now, let us rewrite the above formula to show the four

special cases that will be discussed fully in the next chapter.

The estimator for the population total will take the following

form, where

m = 1 for the open segment.

m = 2 for the closed segment.

m = 3 for the weighted segment.

m = 4 for the multiplicity rule.

H s S Fi

Ym = Zi ( ) 21 Elikj
( yij

i=1 k=1 si j=1

Fi
Let Tik(m' = Sikj(m) yij be the total value for the kth

j=1

segment in the ith stratum.

A
With this notation Y takes form:

A H S1
(m)

Ym = L- Tik
i=1 si k=1

The variance of the estimator of the population total is then

H S.
(, - iF. (m))2

1
Tik

1.

V(Ym) = Z /11 Si2 (1
k=1 Si si ( Si - 1 )
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A
The sample estimate of V(Ym) is given by:

H si Si Crik
(m) (m)) 2

v(Ym) = 2: Sit (1
i=1 k=1 Si si ( si 1 )

For each stratum V(Y) is minimized by choosing the Sikj's to

minimize

Si Si

21 ( Tik - )2 = Tik2

y2

k=1 k=1

Si
,-

.

This requires that, within the constraints of having Elikj = 1

k=1

and the practical consideration of only using information that

will be obtained from reporting units linked to the sample

segment, we make the Tik = Loiki yij values as homogeneous as

j=1

possible.
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III. SPECIAL CASES

3.1. Rules for Associating Farms and Farmland with Sample Area

Segments:

It is usually not possible to delineate segments so that no

farms will overlap segment boundaries. This is the origin of many

practical operating problems in associating farms with segments.

The application of area sampling techniques to sample farm

surveys requires some rule for associating farm and farmland with

the selected area segment. Three methods making this association

have been developed and used: the closed segment, the open

segment, and the weighted segment method. These three methods

refer to three different ways of defining the value associated

with an area sampling unit. However, before proceeding further,

we should define the term 'tract', which plays a fundamental role

in all three methods.

As Earl E. Houseman (1975) defined it, a tract is a portion

or subdivision of a segment that is under one management. It is

either an entire farm, part(s) of a farm, or a nonfarm area of

land. A farm is composed of one or more tracts.

Early uses of area sampling employed the open segment

method, but practical difficulties led to the use of the closee

segment method whenever it was not necessary for the reporting

units to be farms. For surveys in which the reporting units must

be farms, only the open segment and the weighted segment are

applicable.
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3.1.1. The Oven Segment:

The idea of the 'open segment' method is to formulate rules

that associate every farm in the population with one and only one

segment. These rules are formed on the basis of whether the total

farm value is included or excluded from the segment. The rule

that was adopted in the United States is so called the

headquarters rule. An example of such a rule could be the

following: A point on every farm which can be defined rigorously,

and which can be identified by the enumerators on the ground

(e.g. the southwest corner), is employed as a reference point.

If this point for a particular farm falls within the boundaries

of the area segment, the farm is regarded as being 'in' the

segment. But if the reference point is outside the segment, the

entire farm is considered outside the segment, even though some

or the major part of the area of the farm may fall inside the

segment. ( Houseman, 1975).

Elaborate definitions of the reference point that serves as

the 'headquarters' of the farm have been developed by the Bureau

of the Census and other agencies involved in farm surveys. Among

these definitions we can mention:

(a) If the operator of the farm lives on the farm, his home is

the headquarters.

(b) If the operator does not live on the farm but there is one

and only one house on the farm, that house is the headquarters.

(c) If there is more than one house on the farm and the operator
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does not live on the farm, the house of greatest value is the

headquarters.

(d) If there are no houses on the farm but other buildings are

present, the building of greatest value is the headquarters.

At this point, operational specification of a headquarters

must be formulated so each farm has one and only one point

called headquarters. However, there is some ambiguity in the

application of the above definitions of headquarters and errors

do occur. To escape these trouble spots, the so called closed

segment method has been used.

3.1.2. The Closed Segment:

The idea of the closed segment method is to collect data

on specific items or activities within the boundaries of the

sample segments. This implies that only that part of the farm

area which is within the boundaries is to be included. To apply

this method, the enumerator must identify each farm operation

that has any land in the segment. The land within the segment is

called a tract. The enumerator obtains data for the tract rather

than for the entire farm from each farm operation. The enumerator

has to either estimate subjectively the proportion of the area to

be included or actually measure that part of the farm. The first

solution presents the disadvantage of subjective estimation and

the second, that of overburdening the originally simple survey.

The closed segment rule has several advantages over the open

segment rule, but it also has some disadvantages.
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Advantages:

(1) Easier for the interviewers to apply the rule for the closed

segment rather than for the open segment.

(2) Generally the closed segment method is superior in precision

to the open segment method, particularly if photographs are

available as an aid to identifying tract boundaries. Under the

closed segment method, response error and coverage error are

relatively low.

(3) The sampling variance for the closed segment is generally

expected to be lower than the sampling variance for the open

segment.

Disadvantages:

Farmers are not usually in a position to provide accurate

data pertaining to parts of their farms, i.e. for tracts

within segments as required by the closed segment method. Another

approach was suggested that retains many of the advantages of

both the headquarters and closed segment rule. This approach is

referred to the weighted segment method.

3.1.3. The Weighted Segment:

This method regards every farm with some of its land inside

a sample segment as associated with that segment. For each farm

associated with a segment the farm total is recorded, but the

total is multiplied by the fraction of the farmland in the farm

that falls within the segment before it is incorporated into

segment totals. In other words, the weighted segment method calls
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for collecting data from every farm that is within, or partly

within, a sample segment. The value for each farm is then

weighted by the proportion of the entire farm that is within the

segment.

The weighted segment method has a number of advantages over

the two previous methods.

Advantages:

(1) Easy to apply by interviewers.

(2) All data are recorded for the entire farms, therefore no

special treatment is required for items that cannot be reported

conveniently for portions of farms as in the closed segment

method.

(3) The betweensegment variability of segment totals can be

reduced to a level comparable to that obtained with closed

segment data using the weighting of the data for each farm by the

fraction of its land falling within the segment.

(4) Compared to the open segment method, the weighted segment

method avoids the problems associated with establishing farm

headquarters.

(5) This method appears to have a better potential for

minimizing coverage error and lowering sampling variance. These

points will become more apparent as the weighted segment method

is discussed.

Disadvantages:

Among the disadvantages of this method is the fact that the

the data for individual farms need to be weighted. This requires
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determining the proportion of the farm's land within the segment,

and it requires a computational step not required with either the

open or closed segment rules. Also, for a given number of sample

segments, data must be recorded for more farms than would be

required by the open method.

3.1.4. The Multiplicity Rule:

The multiplicity rule distributes population elements,

farms for example, among enumeration units (segments) such that

every element is linked to at least one segment and possibly some

elements are linked to more than one segment. It assigns a weight

of unity to elements that are linked to a single segment. To

elements linked to multiple segments, it assigns a weight, equal

to the reciprocal of the number of links, every time the element

is enumerated. The sum of the weights for a particular farm is

one. The auxiliary information required by this rule (number of

links of elements to enumeration units) can often be obtained in

the process of observing the sample elements (farms), but it adds

to the cost of conducting the survey.

Because of its importance, this method is discussed fully

in the next chapter, and it is shown that in special cases it is

optimal. In reviewing the literature, this method does not seem

to have been used to estimate agricultural items. Whenever better

precision is important this method should be considered.



3.2 Weight Description.

At this point, after introducing the concepts and

terminologies and presenting general formulations of estimation,

the different meanings of Siki(m) ( according to the special

cases cited above ) will be presented. The estimator for the

population total has the following form:

A H si Si Fi
Y = (

) 6 (m)
ikj Yij

i=1 k=1 si j=1

Fi

Let Tik(11) = 6 (m) yii

j=1

A
In this situation, Y takes the form:

A i

Li= 2:
(

S

) II Tik(m)

1.4s.k.1

where T ik(m) = The total data for a survey item in

segment k and land use stratum i.

3.2.1. The oven segment method

8 (1)
ikj

18

1 if the headquarters is within segment k and

stratum i.

0 otherwise.



3.2.2. The closed segment method

8 (2)
ikj

19

Proportion of a survey item for farm j

that is in segment k and stratum i. That is

the tract value for a particular survey item.

3.2.3 The weighted segment method.

(3)
6
ikj

The proportion of the total farm area of

farm j in segment k and stratum i.

3.2.4. Multiplicity rule.

1 if the kth segment reports farm j, in stratum i.

Let
raj

=
0 otherwise.

Let mij = number of segments linked to farm j, in stratum i.

Si

That is, mij =Z Tikj
k=1

8
j

(4)

3.3. Example.

Tikj

mij

0 otherwise.

For simplicity, consider the case where we have only one

stratum.
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Consider only three segments, i.e. S1 = 3.

Fi = 4 j= 1, 2, 3, 4.

S1,2 S1,3

600

F11

/OD:
- -

001 30°4-
I

1

t:
:30o-.
-. . ...

(OD

1

5001 800
1

...
400-_ _ ._ ..

. ..
F12 F13 +

1 F14 900

Figure 1. Division of segments into farms and tracts.

+ Indicates the Headquarters location.

Indicates the farmers residency.

I. indicates the farm area where the survey item has been

encountered.

Weights used in the case of open segment.

8111 = 1 8121 = 0 8131 = 0

8112 0 8122 = 1 8132 0

6113 = 0 6123 = 0 8 133 = 1

8 114 = 0 6124 0 8 134 = 1

Weights used in the case of closed segment.

8111 = 1 8121 = 0 8 131 = 0

8112 = 2/5 8122 = 3/5 6132 0

8 113 = 0 6123 1/5 6133 4/5

8114 = 0 6124 0 6134 = 1
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Weights used in the case of weighted segment.

111

8112

8113

8114

=

=

=

1

1/2

0

0

8121

8122

6123

8124

=

=

=

0

1/2

1/3

0

6131

8132

8133

6134

=

=

0

0

2/3

1

Weights used in the case of multiplicity rule.

8 111 = 1 6121 = 0 6131 = 0

6112 = 1/2 6122 = 1/2 6132 = 0

8 113 = 0 8123 = 1/2 8133 = 1/2

6114 0 8124 = 0 8134 = 1

For simplicity, consider a stratified random sample of 3 segments

mentioned above among a total of 9 segments in the population.

Segment totals:

Segment OSM CSM WSM MRM

51,1 600 800 850 850

51,2 500 400 417 500

S1,3 14 00 1300 1233 1150

Total 2500 2500 2500 2500

The segments total would be:

For the OSM (Open Segment Method)

T11 = 600

T12 500

T13 = 1400
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For the CSM (Closed Segment Method)

T
11 = 800

T12 = 400

T
13

= 1300

For the WSM (Weighted Segment Method)

T11 = 850

T
12 = 417

T
13

= 1233

For the MRM (Multiplicity Rule Method)

T
11

= 850

T
12 = 500

T
13

= 1150

A

The estimated population total Ym = 7500

A

V(Yl) = 4,380,000

v(Y2) = 3,660,000

A

V(73) = 3,000,102

v(Y4) = 1,905,000

3.4. Hypothetical Situations

Any one of the primarily illustrated methods might be

preferable in a particular situation.

The problem of choosing the best method to adopt is very complex

and depends on the nature of overlap of farms with segment

boundaries. However, special cases can illustrate, with

increasing complexity, the nature of these effects. This will be

demonstrated by an illustration of the relative effects of the
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open method versus the multiplicity rule by means of

hypothetical examples.

3.4,1. The General Case.

In general, the variance of the estimator for the

population total is:

A N (Nn) N
V(Y) 2: Tk 'F ) 2,

n ( N 1 ) k=1

and we see that:

N N F
y2

Z Tk )2 = E (1. ski yi )2

k=1 k=1 j=1

Therefore, the variance of any estimator of the general linear

form will be minimized by choosing the to to minimize

N F

(Z Skj yj )2 =Zyj2 ( ESkj2 ) + 21 yj yj' ( Skj .

6k.1
k=1 j=1 j=1 k=1 >3 ' k=1

This expression can be used to show what happens in extreme

but simple cases and thus bound the general more complex case.

First, note that if no farms overlap segment boundaries then

&Ok' = 0 and E. Skj2 = 1,

k=1 k=1

so all methods have the same variance.

Also, note that if no segment is linked to more than one farm, then

&Oki' = 0 for all j # j', so:
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N
2: ( )2 yi2 ( 5102 )

k=1 j=1 k=1

N
and since/. Ski = 1, the variance takes on the minimum value by

k=1
1

choosing Ski = , where mj is the number of segments that

mj

the jth farm intersects. That is, the multiplicity rule gives

minimum variance.

The multiplicity rule is essentially the HorvitzThompson

result (1952), because selecting a segment selects one farm, and

1

---- is proportional to the probability of selecting the jth

mj

farm. However, if some segments are linked to more than one farm,

special cases can be formulated where the multiplicity rule does

not yield minimum variance. In the next chapter the multiplicity

rule will be investigate further in the special case of

estimating the number of farms in the population ( or, where all

yi's are equal ).

3.4.2. Structure.

This particular structure can be used to show the maximum

reduction in variance one could expect by using the multiplicity

rule rather than the open segment method. To show this, assume

that the population is divided into N segments with F farms and

each farm is linked to m segments. Suppose also that no segment

is linked to more than one farm.
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3.4.2.1. Oven segment, method

The estimated population total is:

A

Y
1

= N t

where t is the segment mean and

f

y if headquarters is in the segment
Tk =

0 otherwise

A N (Nn) N
V(Yi) = 2: Tk T ) 2

n ( N 1 ) k=1

( Tk ) 2 = 2: (Tk - )2 + ( N F ) ( )2

k=1 k=1

We changed the summation from k = 1 to N to k = 1 to F, because

we are using the open segment method that associated each farm to

only one segment.

F Y F
=7 T 2 2 --- Tk + F ( )2 + ( N F) ( )2

k=1 N k=1

F Y
=ZTk2 N ( )2

k=1

N Y Y Y
:,Z( Tk _ _ )2

k=1

N Y Y Y N Y

=Z( Tk ) 2 + 2 ( ) 2: Tk )

k=1 F F N k=1

Y Y
+ N ( )2

F N
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N Y Y Y
Tk - -- )2 - N ( )2

k=1

Y

Tk )2 + ( N F ) ( )2 N ( )4

k=1

N F

Tk ) 2 + Y2

k=1 F NF

N F

= ( F 1 ) SF2 +
72

NE

1

V(Yi) = N2 ( 1 ) 2:( Tk )2

N n ( N 1 ) k=1

N n
= N sT2

N n N F

= N [ (F 1 ) SF2 + Y2 ]

(N 1) NE

1 N F

V(ii) = N ( N n ) [ ( F 1 ) SF2 + Y2 ]

n ( N 1 ) NE

3.4.2.2. Multiplicity rule.

for the m segments linked to the farm.
m

0 otherwise

In this case there will be mF nonzero segments, ( rather

than F as in the open segment method ).
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A N (Nn) N
V(Y4) = --------- 21( Tk - )2

n( N 1 ) k=1

N T Y F Tk
)2 = m ( )2 + ( N mF ) ( )2

k=1 m N k=1 m

1 F mY Y2

( Tk )2 + ( N toF ) --
m k=1 N N2

1 F Y Y mY y2

= [21( Tk )2 + F ( )2 + ( N mF )

m k=1 F F N N2

F 1 F N MF Y2

SF2 + ( )2Y2 +(N mF) --
m m NF N2

F 1 N N
SF2 + 12 + 1 ]

m N2 mF

1 N mF

= [ ( F 1 ) SF2 + Y2 ]

m NF

V(Y4)

N (Nn) N
2E( Tk T )2

n ( N 1 ) k=1

N ( N n ) N mF
[ ( F 1 ) SF 2 + y2 - ---- ]

m n ( N 1 ) NE

3.4.2.3 Design effect

V(Y4)

The ratio ---- has been defined as the design effect.

V(i1)
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It shows the gain in precision of the multiplicity rule over

the open segment rule in this particular structure.

V(Y
4

)

V(ii)

N ( N F )

( F 1 ) SF2 +
y2

F N 1

N ( N mF )

m [ ( F 1 ) SF2 +
y2

F

1

For a large N, this ratio tends to be ---.
m

3.4.2.4. Comparison of sample size for equal variances.

V(Y
4 )

Suppose that --77 is equal to one, this implies that:
V[Y1)

N ( N n4 ) N mF
[ ( F _ ) SF2 +Y2

m n4 ( N 1 ) NF

m

N ni N F

= N [ ( F 1 ) SF2 + Y2 ], this gives the

n1 (N 1)
NF

following:

N F

( N n1 ) [ ( F 1 ) SF
2 +

y2

N
n1

E
= m m

n4 N mF

( N n4 ) [ ( F 1 ) SF2 + Y2 ]

NF

So we have that for large N and this type of overlap structure,

the open segment method tends to take approximately m times the
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multiplicity method sample size to obtain the same precision.

This is the maximum difference between the open segment method

and the multiplicity rule.

For a special case when N is large and F =1, again this ratio

tends to m.

Explicitly, al

( N 1 ) m n4

N+ n4 ( m 1 ) m

As N gets large, the above formula is reduced to:

m

n4 1 + A ( m 1 )

where A is the sampling fraction.

ni

Plots of -- as a function of n
4

for N = 100, 200, 1000

24

and m = 2, 4, 8 are given in pages 30, 31 and 32.
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IV. ESTIMATION CF THE NUMBER OF FARMS

AND SURVEY COSTS

When area frame sampling was first initiated, it was

recommended that the open segment method was the best method to

estimate the number of farms in the population. In the following

section, it will be shown that the the multiplicity rule is the

best method to use to estimate the total number of farms in the

population. For simplicity, consider only one stratum . In the

following, the subscript i will be omitted.

Let Sk = kth enumeration unit. In this case the segment is

our enumeration unit, and N = total number of segments in

the stratum .

A random sample of size n out of N segments is selected.

4.1. Rules:

a. Conventional Rule:

Farms are linked to the segment in which the farm

headquarters are located ( open segment method ). According to

this rule, elements counted in the enumeration unit are farms

whose headquarters are located within the segment's boundaries.

b. Multiplicity Rule:

Farms are linked to all segments overlapped by the farms.

According to this rule, elements counted at the enumeration unit

are farms entirely or partially overlapping the segment's

boundaries.



So in this situation

The enumeration unit is: Area Segment

The population element is: Farm

The variate is: Number of Farms

Suppose one is interested in estimating the number of farms

based on the multiplicity rule. Also, one can think about this

situation as a special case where all yj's are equal to one.

We define:

Tkj

and

1 if the kth segment reports farm j

0 otherwise

N
number of segments linked to farm j,

I=17ki

Now let

"(kJ
8kj

mj

and we have

and

= I,. .,F and k = I,. . .,N

N 1 N

okj = 2: 710
k=1 mj k=1

mj

m.

F F ykj

6kj
fk

j=1 j=1 mj

A N n

F = N f = fk where
n k=1

= 1

34
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F Tkj F

fk = L and f =

j=1 .mj

The multiplicity estimator also requires knowing mi, where

1 < m.
J

< N for every farm j, reported by sample segments.

In the open segment method referred to as the conventional

rule, it is unnecessary to collect supplementary information to

calculatem.because m = 1, j = 1, ., F.

This is what makes the multiplicity rule more expensive than the

open segment method. In a later section, the cost function will

be discussed.

4.2. Variance components using the multiplicity rule.

Assume a stratified random sample .

A N n 1

V(F) = N2V(f) = N2 ( ) V(f)
N 1 n

1 N 1 N
where V(f) = 2: (fk i)2 = 21 fk

2 2

N k=1 N k=1

f = number of farms reported by enumeration units.

A

f = E(f) = = average number of farms reported by
N

F

enumeration units

Now let us write the following:

N F k.

fk2

y

j )2
k=1 k=1 j=1 m.
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F N yki yk4 F 1 - mi
= Z_ + F

j*j ' k=1 mi mi j =1 mi

We have :

N2 N-n F 1 N
V(F) = - --

N-1 j*j ' N k=1 mj mi

1 F 1 - mj

N j =1 m

Since,

A N2 N-n
V(F) = ( ) V( f)

it N-1

+ f(1 -f)]

N2 N-n 1 N( ) ___
Lk

2_17i 2]
'

it N-1 N k=1

N2 N-n F 1 N Yki Ykj
= ()

n N-1 j4j' N k=1 mj mj

1 F 1-mi
(

N j =1 mj
+ F) - (f)2]

N2 N- n F 1 N yki yki
= ( ) E

n N - 1 j*j N k=1 mjmj,

1 F 1 - m. i2]
N j =1 mi

N 2 N - n F 1 N
KJ KJ

= ( ) [ E
n N 1 j*j ' N k=1 mi mi
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1 F 1 m.

+ + i(1-7)]

N j=1 mj

Rultivlicitv Rule case:

As a basis for comparing the open segment method with the

multiplicity rule consider the following superpopulation model.

Suppose that the jth farm is randomly distributed among the N

segments with the restriction that it intersects mj segments.

Then 6
kj

is a random variable such that

and

6kj

6 .6kJ kJ

1 mj

---- with probability ----
mj

0 otherwise.

1 1 m m.'
J

--- with probability
m mj' N2

0 otherwise.

Let E
f
denote the expectation with respect to the random

distribution of farms to segments ( i.e. the superpopulation ).

1 mj 1

Then Ef( 8
kj ) = --= =

mj

1 m. mj 1

E
f

( 6
kj

) 2

mj
2 N m.2 N m. N

1 1 1 1 1

V( 61J ) = ( _ )

m. N N2 N m.
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Ef ( 8kj8kj' ) =
N2

Now suppose that all the yj's are one, then

I F

)2 =6

N

(

F

(1 10 Elj2 E.6kj8kj )'
k=1 j=1 k=1 j=1 isi
SO

N F N F 1 F( F 1 )

E f [ IE 8kj )2] = +

k=1 j=1 k=1 j=1 mj N N2

en sumni case.

and

8kj =

8kjelki

F 1 F ( F 1 )
=z +

j=1 m.

1

with probability
N

0 otherwise.

1

with probability --
N2

0 otherwise.

Again for yi = 1, we will have:

N F N F F

(Z 6k; )z =I. (I 6kiz + kj '8 )8kj
k=1 j=1 k=1 j=1 it]

and

38
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N F N F F ( F - 1 )

Ef[Z (2: Ski )2 =Z. ( +

k=1 j=1 k=1 N N2

F ( F 1 )

= F +
N

At this point we will show that

A A
Eft V(F)/multiplicity rule 1 Ef[ V(F)/open segment 1.

A N - n 1

Ef( V(F) /multiplicity rule ] = N2 ( ) FfI V(f)
N - 1 n

N - n 1 1 N
( ) Ef( __- 17 2 t-h2 ]

'k 1

N - 1 n N k=1

N - n 1 1 N F y.
= N2 ( ) Ef[ --- 21 (E --2- )2 (7)2 1

N - 1 n N k=1 j=1 m.

N - n 1 1 F 1 F ( F - 1 )

= N2 ( ) [ + ) - (i)2

N - 1 n N j=1 m.

and

N

N - n

E
f
[ V(F)/0pen segment = N2 ( ) Ff( V(f) ]

N - 1 n

N - n 1 1 F ( F - 1 )

= N2 ( ) [ - ( F + ) (7)2 ]

N - 1 n N

So, Ef[ V(F)/multiplicity rule ] Ef[ V(F)/open segment ]



F 1 F ( F 1 ) F ( F 1 )

if Z + F +

j =1 mj

1

and this is always true since 1 for all j.
mj

Therefore, under this fairly general superpopulation

structure the multiplicity rule gives better precision than the

open segment method. These precisions are compared in the next

section.

Design Effect

Consider the ratio

A
E
f
(Var(F)/Multiplicity Rule]

E
f
[Var(P)/Open Method]

which will be referred to as the design effect (Deff).

Deff =

40

N n 1 1 F 1 F ( F 1 )

N2 ( ) --- [ + ) (i)2 ]

N 1 n N j=1 mj

N n 1 1 F ( F 1 )

N2 ( ) [ ( F + ) (1)2 ]

N 1 n N

F 1 F(F 1) F2

j=1 .m3

F +
F(F 1) F2
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1 F 1 1

F j=1 mj

1

1

N

1 F 1

As N gets large, Deff goes to --- T, ---
F j=1 mj

Now, let A be the percentage of farms linked to only one

segment and 1 ft be the percentage of farms linked to more than

one segment.

Suppose that SF of Raj's are equal to one and (1 D)F are equal

to m. In this particular situation we will have

F 1 1

= SF + ( 1 P )F
j=1 mj m

1 -
= F ( + )

1+ (m - 1)0
= F [

m

and
1 F 1 1 1 + (m 1)13

Deff = --- = F [ -------- ]

F j=1

1 + 1) ft

We can see that when = 0, i.e. all farms are linked to more
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1

than one segment, Deff is equal to --- . When p = 1, i.e. each

farm is linked to only one segment, Deff is equal to one.

Plots of Deff as a function of p are given in pages 43, 44 and

45. These are lower bounds on Deff, which can be shown as

follows.

1 F 1

Note that Z. ---- is the reciprocal of the harmonic mean of

F j=1 mj

the mj's. If H and x are the harmonic mean and arithmetic average

of a set of positive numbers, it is known that 11( x. Therefore,

1

we have Deff If we let m' denote the mean of the

( 1 p ) F mj's that are greater than one, then it follows that

1 + ( m' 1 ) p

Deff

m'

1 + ( m, 1 )

So is the improvement that can result from

m'

using the multiplicity rule rather than the open segment method.
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The conclusion then is that the multiplicity rule is

expected to give better precision than the open segment method

for estimating the number of farms. This conclusion would also be

arrived at for other variables if we have relatively homogeneous

strata. However, the maximum gain in precision is limited by the

proportion of farms that overlap segment boundaries. If segments

are large relative to farms and consequently a large proportion

of farms are completely within segments, then there is little

difference in the two methods. However, if segments are small

relative to farms and a high proportion of farms intersect more

than one segment, then there can be significant gain by using the

multiplicity rule.

4.4. Expected Number of Farms in the Sample.

If we select randomly one segment, then :

jth
mj

Pr ( the farm is selected ) = ----
N

th
where mj = number of segments intersecting the j farm.

So, the expected number of farms intersecting the segment is :

F mi

21 F
j=1 N

To find the expected number of farms in a sample of n segments

we have,

Pr ( jth farm in sample ) = 1 Pr ( jth farm not in the sample )



f

1 n
mi

( UN)
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if n N mi

1 otherwise

Therefore, summing over all farms, we get :

E[ min I
F

= ri
j=1

N mi 1

n
= F -

rFL
j=1 I:1

where m is the number of farms in the sample.

Theoretically, this is what one would expect. But in practice, it

seems that the optimum size of a segment might be about two or

three farms, depending on other constrains such as cost and

precision (Houseman, 1975).

Note: a farm is said to be in the sample if it intersects with

any segments in the sample.
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APPLICATION:

Suppose we have N = 6 and F = 9

Si S2

FTI

F18.;

S6 S5

S3

S4

Figure 4. Farm distribution among segments.

Pr get 1st farm I = 1/6

Pr ( get 2nd farm I = 2/6

Pr get 3rd farm I = 1/6

Pr get 4th farm I = 4/6

Pr ( get 5th farm I = 1/6

Pr ( get 6th farm I = 1/6

Pr ( get 7th farm I = 1/6

Pr ( get 8th farm I = 1/6

Pr ( get 9th farm 1 = 1/6

Also, suppose we take n = 3 say segments number S1, S3, S5

E min ] = 9 3.7 = 5.3
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4.6. Survey Costs.

Any survey based on a multiplicity rule is more costly.

There are mainly two reasons why the survey costs are higher for

the multiplicity rule than, for example, the open segment method.

First, the enumeration unit cost is greater because the average

number of elements linked to an enumeration unit is greater for

the multiplicity rule than for the open segment. Second, the

estimator based on the multiplicity rule, and its variance

requires ancillary information to determine the weights assigned

to elements. Since this ancillary information is frequently

collected in the survey, it adds to the survey cost when the

multiplicity rule is used.

Even when the multiplicity estimator is more precise than

the open segment method, e.g. for a fixed sample size, its cost

efficiency may be lower because the unit costs are more expensive

in the multiplicity rule than in any other method. The expected

number of elements ( farms ) that a multiplicity rule links to an

enumeration unit ( segment ) is equal to

F m. 1 F
21 __I which is clearly m times greater than

j=1 N F j=1

F
, the expected number of elements that the open segment

N

method links to a segment. Evaluation of estimators based on

different rules requires a consideration of cost factors as well

as sampling errors. The essential cost components of a

multiplicity rule are:
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C
o
= Overheard costs

C
1
= Costs per segment

C2 = Costs per farm

C3,m = Cost of surveying a farm whose multiplicity is equal to m.

C
1

includes the sampling costs of selecting the segment as well

as field costs of visiting the unit.

C
2

is the cost of determining if the population element ( farm )

is linked to the segment and of observing if it has the attribute

under investigation. Assume that the cost of determining the

multiplicity of farm is proportional to its multiplicity, one

would have

C3,m = m C
3

and it follows that the cost function for a survey based on a

multiplicity rule is

C = CO + n [ Cl + f' Em C2 + f' Em2 C
3

where

C = total cost of conducting the survey.

1 F
Em = 21

N j=1
= average multiplicity of a farm.

1 F
Em2 = 2: mj2

N j=1

F

f'= = ratio of the number of farms to the number of segment.

N

Thus, C is a linear function of the cost components, and the
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coefficient of C2
is the expected number of farms linked to the n

segments, and the coefficient of C3 is the expected sum of the

multiplicities of farms linked to n segments by the multiplicity

role. For a survey based on an open segment rule for example, the

cost function C reduces to

Copen = Co + n [ C1 + 7'C2 ]

Since all the cost components are greater or equal to zero as

well as Em, Em2, the difference C Copen >, 0.
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L. SEGNENr SIZE EFFECT ON ESTIMATION

5.1 General formulation.

The size of a segment is a general term. Generally, the

definition depends on the objective of the survey. It refers to:

The land area of a segment.

The number of farm operators living in a segment.

The number of dwelling units in a segment

The amount of irrigated land.

The amount of land under trees, etc.

In this report, we will be mainly concerned with the first

reference, i.e. the land area of a segment. There are a lot of

factors to be considered when defining a segment. We can mention

for example, sampling variance, costs, problems associated with

segment boundaries, or methods of associating farms with segments.

From previous work, it seems very clear that larger sampling

units are desirable when it comes to cost. This is mainly due to

the fact that, for a given cost, more farms can be included in

the sample when the sampling units are large. As an example, one

can notice that a random sample of 100 segments with four

farms each can be enumerated at less cost than a random sample of

400 segments with one farm in each. Also, one should consider the

relation between sampling variance and size of segment.
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5.2 Segment size effect on sampling variance.

It is clear that sampling variance is a function of the

variation among segments. Therefore, we should minimize the

variation among segments by defining them to achieve a lower

variance. It is well known that sampling variance is related to

the average size of a segment and to the variation in the size of

segment as well ( discussed in chapter IV in Comparisons of

Estimators). With regard to variation in size of the segment, the

objective is to make the segments of nearly equal 'size', where

the measure of size is a variable related to the variables to be

measured in the survey. However, sampling variance that is

associated with variation in the size of segments might be

reduced by considering the use of ratio estimation.

Therefore, to achieve a minimum variance, useful information

for defining segments is highly needed, but unfortunately this

information usually is very limited. It seems that the degree of

realization of the objective of segments of equal 'size' is

limited by the nature of any relevant information that might

exist. It seems that, depending on variance and cost functions,

the optimum size of segment might be about two or three farms.

Now, assuming that the survey cost is held constant, as segment

size increases, a point is reached where the sampling variance

increases rapidly. Therefore, the objective aimed for is to try

to specify a segment size that is in the neighborhood of optimum.

However, in many cases the optimum size of a segment is less than
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the practical minimum dictated by problems associated with

segment boundaries, as well as limitations of topographic details

on maps. Therefore, the average size of a segment often resolves

into a matter of determining the smallest average size that is

practical with regard to topographic details. In his paper

entitled 'Statistical Investigation of a Sample Survey for

Obtaining Farm Facts' ( lessen, 1942 ) tried to determine the

optimum size of the sampling unit and optimum number of farms per

sampling units. He considered samples in which sampling units

were of varying size and taken at random within a region. He

reached the conclusion that a complete solution is very

difficult, so he suggested that trial and error procedures should

be used to determine the best allocation of expenditure. For

investigation, he selected seven sampling units: the individual

farms and the following six grids:

Quarter section = s/4

Half section = s/2

Full section = s

4 Section block = 4 s

36 Section block = 36 s

In this report and also in Cochran's textbook ( 1977 ), it

is pointed out that 1/2 sections are frequently more efficient

than 1/4 sections with respect to variability.

It seems though, that the main reason for this is the way

values were assigned to sampling segments e.g. if a farm's

headquarters was in the segment, then the total value for the
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farm was assigned to the segment, otherwise no value was

assigned. (i.e. is the open segment method). It has been shown

earlier that this is probably not the optimal way of assigning

values to segments, but in any case the variance among segments

depends on the values assigned to the segments and there are

many ways of doing this. ( see chapter 4 ).

As it has been pointed out previously, 1/2 sections are

frequently more efficient than 1/4 sections with respect to

variability. The reason for this may be the way values were

assigned to sampling segments. ( The method used by Cochran, 1977

and lessen, 1942 to assign values to segments in the example to

be discussed later is the open segment method). That is, if a

farm's headquarters was in the segment, then the total value for

the farm was assigned to the segment, otherwise no value was

assigned. The variance among segments depends on the values

assigned to segments ( there are many ways of doing this ), it

seems that the open segment method is not the optimal way of

assigning values to segments.

Now, suppose we have a basic segment size with N segments.

Let Tk be the value associated with the kth segment. Also,

consider increasing the segment size by combining segments and

start by doubling the size.

Let Xk = Tik + T2k k = 1, N/2

S
z
2 = 2 S

t
2 + 2 oS

t
2
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=2 S
t
2( 1 + p )

p = Cov( T1,T2 )/S S---tl-t2

= Correlation between combined segments.

Therefore, for a population total estimate based on the larger

segment size we have:

n'

X = N'in' xk
k=1

n'= sample size

N'= 1/2 N

and V( ) = N'2/n'2 ( 1 n'/N' ) n' Sx2

= ( N')2( 1 n'/N' )Sx2/ns

= ( N')2( 1 n'/N' )1/n' 2 St2(1 + p )

Now, if we keep the total area the same by taking n' = n/2

where n = sample size for basic segments, then

V( 1 )1/2n = N2/4( 1 n/N )2 S2( 1 + p)2/n

( 1 P ) V ( T )n

P = [ Se(x)/Se(t)l2 1

The value of p will depend on the method for assigning

values ( t values ) to the segments ( i.e. open, closed or

weighted segment method ). In simple random sampling, there would

be a negative correlation ( 1/N ), but where adjacent segments

are paired one would normally expect a positive correlation.

The standard errors (%) for four sizes of unit with simple

random sampling are given in Cochran, 1977 (page 237).



Table 1: Relative Standard Errors ( IS of item means per farm )

Estimated for Samples of Different Sampling Units

and Taken at Random. ( lessen 1942 ).

BEST UNIT

FOR SIZE OF

FARMS IN 1942

S/2

S/2

2S

S/4,S/2

2S

S/2

S/2

S/2

ITEM S/4

swine 5.0

horses 3.4

sheep 17.4

chickens 3.0

eggs 5.7

cattle 4.7

cows milked 3.7

milk 4.4

dairy products 5.5

farm acres 2.9

corn acres 3.7

oat acres 4.6

corn yield 1.6

oat yield 1.6

feed exp. 12.6

total exp. 7.8

total receipts 6.2

net income 6.8

S/2 S 2S

4.9 5.3 6.2

3.3 3.6 4.2

15.7 14.9 14.3

3.0 3.3 3.8

5.2 4.9 4.7

4.6 4.8 5.5

3.6 3.8 4.4

4.2 4.4 4.9

5.2 5.4 6.0

2.8 3.0 3.5

3.5 3.8 4.4

4.8 5.6 7.0

1.7 2.0 2.5

1.5 1.6 1.8

13.6 16.7 21.8

8.1 9.6 12.0

6.5 7.7 9.8

6.9 7.8 9.5
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S/2

S/2

S/2

S/4

S/4

S/2

S/4

S/4

S/4

S/4
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Note that the data in Table 1 is the relative standard error

( in per cent ) of the estimated means per farm for 18 items. It

seems that there is no unit which is best for all items. However,

it looks like the 1/2 Section would probably be preferred,

because the problem of identifying the boundaries accurately is

easier.

However, the correlations are given on the next page and one

can see that 1/4 section segments combined to form 1/2 section

segments generally have negative correlations. This seems

unusual, except in light of the discussion concerning the way

values are assigned to segments ( i.e. open, closed and weighted

segment method ).



Table 2: Correlation between units combined to go from:

ITEM S/4 to S/2 S/2 to S S to 2S

swine

horses

sheep

chickens

eggs

cattle

cows milked

milk

dairy product receipts

farm acres

corn acres

oat acres

corn yield

oat yield

feed exp.

total exp.

total receipts

net cash income

-0.40 0.17 0.37

-0.06 0.19 0.36

-0.20 -0.10 -0.08

0.00 0.21 0.33

-0.17 -0.11 -0.08

-0.04 0.09 0.31

-0.05 0.11 0.34

-0.09 0.10 0.24

-0.11 0.08 0.23

-0.07 0.15 0.36

-0.11 0.18 0.34

0.09 0.36 0.56

0.13 0.38 0.56

-0.12 0.14 0.27

0.17 0.51 0.70

0.08 0.41 0.57

0.05 0.42 0.60

0.16 0.30 0.48
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2 2

Using Sx = 2St( 1 + p )

where X = T
1
+ T

2

p = correlation between T1 and T 2

These data ares given on a farm basis.

It seems that generally there is a negative correlation is

going from S/4 to S/2. Normally one should expect a positive

correlation between adjacent units in space. This could be

explained by the fact that the average farm size is given as S/4.

The section is an area of 1 mile square, containing on the

average slightly under four farms. The way values are assigned to

the sampling sections is not known. But the results are known to

be reported on a per farm basis.

Now, if the total farm value is assigned to the sampling

segment whenever the farm intersects with sampling segment

( even though it is not necessarily contained in the segment ),

then this could account for the negative value. But a more

efficient method (with respect to estimation) would be to assign

a proportion of the farm value to the segment depending on either

how many segments the farm intersects or on the proportions of

the farm contained in the segment.

It is believed that experience strongly indicates that high

priority must be given to delineating segments that have

boundaries which can be positively identified by interviewers in

the field. The question of the average size of a segment is

resolved by determining the smallest average size that is
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practical with regard to topographic detail.
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E._ =MAU AND CONCLUSION

Area frame sampling is widely used in agriculture surveys.

Historically, three methods have been used to associate farms and

farm values with sampling area segments in order to estimate

population totals. These three methods are commonly called the

open segment method where farm data for the entire farm would be

collected for farms with headquarters within the sample segments;

the closed segment method where data would be collected for only

the tracts within located within the boundaries of the sample

segments; and the weighted segment method where total farm data

would be collected for every farm that is in or partially in a

sample segment which will be weighted by the proportion of the

entire farm that is within the segment.

In this thesis a general estimator is formulated that

includes each of the above procedures as special cases. The

variance of this general estimator is expressed in a form that

shows how the amount of overlap of farm boundaries with

segment boundaries affects the precision of the different

estimators. It is clear that there is no minimum variance

estimator for all possible structures of farms and sampling

segments, but it is shown that in a special case a rule called

the multiplicity rule, which weights farm values inversely by the

number of segments the farm intersects, gives minimum variance.

This method has been used in some type of surveys, but not in

agriculture surveys.
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The multiplicity rule is compared to the open segment

method for estimating the number of farm in the population. A

superpopulation framework that randomly assigns farms to segments is

used as a model, and it is shown that the expected value of the

variance using the multiplicity rule is less than or equal to the

expected value of the variance using the open segment method. It

is also shown that the relative precision will be between 1 and

1

---, where m is the average number of segments intersected by

farms that intersect more than one segment.

This thesis concentrates primarily on variances, but the

practical application of these methods depends on costs, segment

sizes, availability of different types of information, and so on.

It appears from this study that the multiplicity rule should be

given serious consideration as an alternative to presently used

procedures, but study is needed with real populations to see how

the multiplicity rule method would actually compare with the

other methods.
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APPEND IX A

nl

Values of n4, ---- at N = 100 and m = 2, 4, 8

n4

nl ( N - 1 ) m
where

111

n 4 N + n4 ( m - 1 ) - m

( N- 1 ) m n4

N+ n4 ( m- 1 ) - m

N=100

or explicitly,

n4
m = 2 m= 4 m= 8

1 2.000 4.000 8.000
10 1.833 3.143 4.889
20 1.678 2.540 3.444

30 1.547 2.129 2.623

40 1.435 1.833 2.129
50 1.338 1.610 1.792

60 1.253 1.435 1.547

70 1.179 1.294 1.361
80 1.112 1.179 1.215

90 1.053 1.082 1.097
100 1.000 1.000 1.000
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APPENDIX B

nl
Values of n4, ---- at N = 200 and m = 2, 4, 8

n4

nl ( N - 1 ) m
where or explicitly,

n4
N + n

4
(m-1) -m

n1

( N- 1 ) m n4

N+ n4 ( m- 1 ) - m

N=200

n4
m = 2 m = 4 m = 8

1 2.000 4.000 8.000

10 1.913 3.522 6.078

20 1.826 3.109 4.795
30 1.746 2.783 3.960

40 1.672 2.519 3.373

50 1.605 2.300 2.937

60 1.543 2.100 2.601

70 1.485 1.961 2.334

80 1.432 1.826 2.117

90 1.382 1.605 1.785

100 1.329 1.605 1.785

120 1.252 1.432 1.543
140 1.178 1.292 1.358

160 1.112 1.178 1.213

180 1.053 1.082 1.096

200 1.000 1.000 1.000
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APPENDIX C

Values of n4, - at N = 1000 and m = 2, 4, 8

n4

ni

where

n4

(N-1) m

N + n4 ( m - 1 ) -m

( N- 1 ) m n4
ni

N + n4 ( m - 1 ) - m

N = 1000

or explicitly,

n 4
m- 2 m = 4 m = 8

1 2.000 4.000 8.000

10 1.982 3.895 7.525

20 1.967 3.784 7.060

30 1.946 3.680 6.649

40 1.925 3.581 6.283

50 1.906 3.487 5.955

60 1.888 3.398 5.660

70 1.871 3.313 5.393

80 1.853 3.233 5.149

90 1.836 3.156 4.927

100 1.820 3.083 4.723

200 1.668 2.504 3.341

300 1.539 2.108 2.585
400 1.429 1.820 2.108

500 1.334 1.601 1.779

600 1.250 1.429 1.539

700 1.177 1.291 1.356

800 1.111 1.177 1.212

900 1.053 1.081 1.096

1000 1.000 1.000 1.000
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APPENDEE D

Values of p and Deff at m = 2, 4, 8.

1 + up
where Deff - as N get large,

m

= % of farms that are linked to only one segment and

1 p = % of farms that are linked to m segments.

m = 2 m = 4 m= 8

Deff Doff Deff

0.0 0.50 0.250 0.1250
0.1 0.55 0.325 0.2125

0.2 0.60 0.400 0.3000
0.3 0.65 0.475 0.3875

0.4 0.70 0.550 0.4750
0.5 0.75 0.625 0.5625
0.6 0.80 0.700 0.6500

0.7 0.85 0.775 0.7375

0.8 0.90 0.850 0.8250
0.9 0.95 0.925 0.9125

1.0 1.00 1.000 1.0000
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